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1. INTRODUCTION
The common definition of an invariant measure of, say, a differential
equation, employs the solution flow. In particular, an initial condition
should determine a unique solution. This requirement rules out dynamics
without the uniqueness property, for instance differential inclusions. This
paper offers a notion of an invariant measure for differential inclusions
which generalizes the common notion of invariant measures. In fact, we
offer two definitions and show that they are equivalent. The approach can
be applied to other dynamical systems without uniqueness.
The first definition employs a property which characterizes invariant
measures of flows, and makes it the definition when uniqueness is not
guaranteed. The term we use in this definition is occupational invariant
measure; this definition is given in Section 3.
Some well-known properties of invariant measures of flows, for instance
the topological invariance of the support and the averaging property, have
counterparts in the generalization. Section 4 offers some examples in this
regard.
The second approach, which is a prime tool in the analysis for its own
sake, is based on the lifting to the function space of solutions. Translations
in this space generate a flow. Projections of invariant measures of the latter
generate what we call the projectional invariant measures of the differential
inclusion. This construction is provided in Section 5, where we also verify
the equivalence of the two notions. We use the lifting approach in Section 6
to verify an important tool, namely, that every limiting measure of the
differential inclusion is an invariant measure.
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An application of the theory is studied in detail, namely the description
of the limit dynamics of singularly perturbed differential inclusions. The
invariant measures of the fast variable are used in the characterization of
the possible statistical limits of the fast trajectories. They are also used to
generate, via averaging, a differential inclusion that governs the limit of the
slow trajectories. The statement of the result is displayed in Section 7, while
the proof is given in the closing section.
References to and comparison with prior contributions are given in the
body of the text.
2. THE SETTING AND SOME PRELIMINARIES
This section lists the underlying assumptions imposed on the differential
inclusion, and recalls some terminology and results concerning differential
inclusions, flows, and weak convergence of probability measures.
We examine a differential inclusion of the form
dy
dt
# G( y) (2.1)
with t in the real line, y # Rm, the m-dimensional euclidean space, and
G( y)/Rm.
Notations. We may write y* for dydt. The euclidean norm of y is
denoted by | y|, and we denote |K|=sup[ | y| : y # K] for K/Rm. Also, for
K/Rm and y # Rm we use d( y, K )=inf[ | y&z| : z # K]. We try to use a dot
in the variable place, i.e., y( } ), G( } ), etc., when refering to the function,
while y(t), G(t), etc., are used to describe the values of the functions.
The following is used throughout the paper.
Assumption 2.1. (i) The sets G( y) are compact and convex.
(ii) The graph of G( } ) is closed.
(iii) |G( y)|:0+;0 | y| for some :0 and ;0 positive.
A solution of (2.1) is an absolutely continuous function y( } ), defined on
some interval and satisfying there y* (t) # G( y(t)) for almost every t. We use
the standard theory of differential inclusions, as displayed for instance in
Aubin and Cellina [4], or Deimling [8]. Given an initial state y0 , a solu-
tion y( } ) of (2.1) which satisfies y(0)= y0 , exists. In view of Assumption
2.1(iii), such a solution satisfies
| y(t)|\ :0;0 +| y(0)|+ e;0 |t|&
:0
;0
. (2.2)
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The bound on the growth rate of the solution implies that any solution can
be extended to (&, ). The solution set is closed under uniform con-
vergence on compact intervals, and any bounded collection of solutions is
uniformly continuous. Since (2.1) is time invariant, a translation of a solu-
tion is also a solution, namely, if y( } ) is a solution, then y{( } ) is also a
solution, where y{(t)= y({+t).
Remark 2.2. Condition (iii) in Assumption 2.1 is used solely to guaran-
tee that solutions would not blow up in finite time. We could assume the
latter instead, but with the price of somewhat more complicated arguments.
The lack of uniqueness given an initial condition y(0)= y0 , prevents the
solution funnel of (2.1) from being a flow (see, though, Section 5). We
recall the definition and some properties of flows on abstract spaces for
later use.
Let Q be a complete separable metric space. A flow on Q is a mapping
.(t, q) : R_Q  Q (2.3)
satisfying
(1) . is continuous,
(2) .(0, q)=q for all q # Q,
(3) .(t+s, q)=.(t, .(s, q)) for all t, s # R and q # Q.
A prime example of a flow is the solution y(t, y0) of a differential
equation
y* = g( y), y(0)= y0 , (2.4)
provided the solution is defined for all t # R (e.g., when | g( y)|
:0+;0 |y| ), and it is unique.
Remark 2.3. Suppose that the space Q is locally compact, and let
Q _ [] be the one point compactification of Q, with  the additional
point. A flow . on Q can be extended to Q _ [] by defining
.(t, )= for all t. (2.5)
Conditions (2) and (3) in the definition of a flow clearly hold. The con-
tinuity at (t0 , q0) # R_Q is guaranteed. To verify continuity at (t0 , ), we
proceed as follows. Suppose the contrary, namely that tk  t0 and qk  , yet
.(tk , qk) stays in a compact subset of Q. For a subsequence of tk , say the
sequence itself, .(tk , qk) converges to a limit, say q # Q. Now, .(tk , qk) con-
verges to q , the sequence &tk converges to &t0 , yet qk=.(&tk , .(tk , qk))
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converges to , and not to .(&t0 , q ), which violates the continuity of .
at (&t0 , q ).
We recall now some facts on probability measures and their convergence.
A probability measure + on a complete separable metric space Q is a coun-
tably additive set function, defined on the Borel field of Q, with values in
[0, 1] and +(Q)=1. The support of + is the smallest closed set C/Q with
+(C )=1. The support of + is denoted by supp +.
The space of probability measures on Q is denoted by P(Q). We employ
the weak convergence of measures. A reference for the weak convergence is
Billingsley [5]. The space P(Q) with the weak convergence is metrizable,
with a complete separable metric. A characterization of the convergence of
+k to +0 is that
|
Q
#(q) +k(dq)  |
Q
#(q) +0(dq) (2.6)
for every continuous and bounded #(q) : Q  R. If K/Q is compact, the
subspace of P(Q) which consists of all + with supp +/K, namely P(K ),
is compact.
An affine structure is defined on P(Q) by
(:++(1&:) &)(B)=:+(B)+(1&:) &(B) (2.7)
for : # [0, 1] and B a Borel set in Q. Affine combinations are continuous
in the weak convergence. A set M in P(Q) is convex if +, & # M implies
(:++(1&:) &) # M for all : # [0, 1]. The closed convex hull of a set
M/P(Q) is the smallest closed convex set containing M. It is denoted by
co M.
3. OCCUPATIONAL INVARIANT MEASURES
We start with the promised definition, then compare it to the common
notion of invariant measures.
Notation. With a function
y( } ) : R  Rm
and an interval [a, b] in the domain of y( } ), we associate the distribution
of y( } ) over [a, b], namely the probability measure D( y( } ), [a,b]) on Rm,
given for a Borel set B by
D(y( } ),[a, b])(B)=
1
b&a
*[t # [a,b] : y(t) # B] (3.1)
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with * being the Lebesgue measure. In general, when h( } ) : R  Q, we
denote by D(h( } ), [a, b]) the probability measure over Q representing the
distribution of h( } ) over [a, b]. It is clear why the distribution (3.1) is also
refered to as the occupational measure of y( } ) on [a, b].
Definition 3.1. A probability measure + in P(Rm) is an individual
occupational invariant measure of (2.1), if there exists a solution y( } ) of
(2.1), defined on [0, ) such that D( y( } ), [0, T]) converges in P(Rm), as
T  , to +. Then we say that y( } ) generates +. A measure & # P(Rm) is an
occupational invariant measure of (2.1) if it is in the closed convex hull of
the individual occupational invariant measures.
Remark 3.2. The common definition of invariant measures refers to a
flow, say the solution y(t, y0) of the differential equation (2.4), when solu-
tions are uniquely determined by initial conditions. A probability measure
is then an invariant measure if
+(C )=+( y(t, C )) (3.2)
for all Borel sets C/Rm, and all t # R (here y(t, C)=[ y(t, y0) : y0 # C]).
We argue that for flows, the notion defined by (3.2), and the notion given
in Definition 3.1, coincide. Indeed, an individual occupational invariant
measure applies to flows as well (the terminology individual is borrowed
from Nemytskii and Stepanov [15, p. 497]). It is the celebrated result of
Kryloff and Bogoliouboff [14] that for flows an individual measure is an
invariant measure in the sense of (3.2), and that on locally compact spaces
any invariant measure in the sense of (3.2) is in the convex hull of the
individual occupational invariant measures. See [15, (9.32)]. Thus, the
notion offered in Definition 3.1 and the definition via (3.2), coincide for
flows on locally compact metric spaces.
Remark 3.3. The derivations in Nemytskii and Stepanov [15,
Section VI.9], in particular the proof of the KryloffBogoliouboff decom-
position, are given for a compact phase space. In view of the discussion in
Remark 2.3, the decomposition holds also when the space is locally
compact.
4. SOME PROPERTIES OF OCCUPATIONAL INVARIANT
MEASURES
In this section we examine in the framework of differential inclusions, the
extent of some properties, known to hold for invariant measure of flows.
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Let C/Rm. We say that C is viable with respect to (2.1) if for every
y0 # C there exists a solution y( } ) of (2.1), defined on (&, ), and such
that y(0)= y0 , y(t) # C for all t. Viability is analyzed in Aubin and Cellina
[4]. In the case of flows, viability amounts to invariance with respect to
the flow.
An easy consequence of (3.2) is that in case of flows, the support of an
invariant measure is invariant with respect to the flow. What follows is the
viability counterpart when uniqueness is not guaranteed. We provide here
a direct proof; another one, based on the lifting construction, is mentioned
in Section 6.
Proposition 4.1. The support of an occupational invariant measure of
the differential inclusion (2.1), is viable with respect to (2.1).
Proof. First we verify that the result holds for an individual occupa-
tional invariant measure, say +0 , and suppose that +0 is generated by the
solution z0( } ) of (2.1). Let y0 # supp +0 .
By the estimate (2.2) there exists a bound ’ such that whenever y( } ) is
a solution of (2.1) and | y(0)& y0 |1, then | y(t)|’ for &1t1.
We plan to show that for every $>0 there exists a solution y$( } ) of (2.1),
defined on [&1, 1], such that | y$(0)& y0 |$ and d( y$(t), supp +0)2$
for &1t1. Once we establish the existence of these y$( } ), we use the
fact that | y$(t)|’ for all $, and the uniform continuity of solutions, to
extract a converging subsequence. The limit, say y0( } ), is then a solution of
(2.1) which satisfies y0(0)= y0 and y0(t) # supp +0 for &1t1. The solu-
tion y0( } ) can be inductively extended to (&, ) satisfying all the
requirements of viability.
It remains to verify the existence of the sequence y$( } ). To this end let
N$ be the $-ball in Rm around y0 . Since y0 # supp +0 , it follows that
+0(N$2)>0. Since D(z0( } ), [0, T]) converge as T   to +0 , it follows
that for some =0>0,
1
T
*[t : z0(t) # N$ , 0tT]=0 (4.1)
if T is large enough.
Let [ai&1, ai+2], for i=1, 2, ..., be defined as follows. Set a0=&2 and
let ai be the first time in [ai&1+3, ) such that |z0(a i)& y0 |$. Let iT be
the largest index such that aiTT. The estimate (4.1) implies that iT grows
linearly in T.
We claim that for at least one index ai , the distance of z0(t) from supp +0
is less than or equal to 2$ for all t # [ai&1, ai+1]. To verify this, suppose
that for every i there is a point ti # [ai&1, ai+1] with d(z0(t i),
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supp +0)2$. Then a 2>0 exists, say 21, independent of i, such that
d(z0({), supp +0)$ for { # [ti , ti+2]. This follows from the bound on
| y* ( } )| for bounded solutions of (2.1). This means that for a proportion of
1
32 of the time within [a i&1, ai+2] the inequality d(z0(t), supp +0)$
holds. Since aiT grows linearly in T, it would follow that d(z0(t),
supp +0)$ for a portion bounded away from 0 of [0, T], for T large
enough. This violates the convergence of D(z0( } ), [0, T]) to +0 .
Hence the desired index ai exists. The translation zai0 ( } ) (recall that
zai0 (t)=z0(ai+t)) is the solution y$( } ) we were looking for. This completes
the proof for individual occupational invariant measures.
The support of a convex combination of measures, say :1 +1+ } } } +
:k +k with :i>0, is the union of the supports of +i , i=1, ..., k. Hence the
result for a convex combination of individual occupational invariant
measures is implied by the validity of the result for one such measure.
A general occupational invariant measure, say +0 , is the weak limit of
convex combinations of individual occupational invariant measures. Let
=>0 be fixed, and denote by N= the =-neighborhood of supp +0 . Let
y0 # supp +0 and let $=+0(B=( y0)) with B=( y0) being the =-ball around y0 .
Then $>0. If &=:1 +1+ } } } +:k +k is close enough to +0 in the weak
topology, then &(Rm"N=)<$2, hence for at least one index i the support
of + i intersects B=( y0) and is included in N= . If +i is an individual occupa-
tional invariant measure, it follows from the first step of he proof that a
solution y=( } ) of the differential inclusion exists, with | y=(0)& y0 |= and
such that y=(t) # N= for each t. Since = is arbitrarily small, a simple limit
argument would establish the existence of a solution y0( } ) with y0(0)= y0
and y0(t) # supp +0 . This is the desired viability result, and the proof of the
proposition is complete.
The next result is a generalization of the averaging property, namely, if
+ is an invariant measure of (2.4) and either g( y) is bounded or supp + is
bounded, then
|
Rm
g( y) +(dy)=0. (4.2)
To establish the generalization we recall the notion of set-valued integra-
tion (see, e.g., [4], [8]). The integral of the set-valued map G( y) with
respect to the probability measure + on Rm, is given by
|
Rm
G( y) +(dy)
={|Rm g( y) +(dy) : g( } ) is a +-integrable selection of G( } )= . (4.3)
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By a selection we mean a measurable map g( } ) such that g( y) # G( y) for
+-almost every y.
Proposition 4.2. Suppose that |G( y)| is bounded uniformly for y in Rm.
Let + be an occupational invariant measure of the differential inclusion (2.1).
Then
0 # |
Rm
G( y) +(dy) (4.4)
Proof. First we prove (4.4) when + is an individual occupational
invariant measure. Let y0( } ) be a solution of (2.1) which generates +.
Denote by +T the distribution D( y0( } ), [0, T]). Since +T converges weakly
to +, and since G( } ) is upper semicontinuous (Assumption 2.1), it follows
from [3, Theorem 4.2] that
lim sup
T  
|
Rm
G( y) +T (dy)/|
Rm
G( y) +(dy). (4.5)
The equality
|
Rm
G( y) +T (dy)=
1
T |
T
0
G( y0(t)) dt, (4.6)
which follows from the definition of +T , and the equality
1
T |
T
0
y* 0(t) dt=
1
T
( y0(T )& y0(0)) (4.7)
together with y* 0(t) # G( y0(t)) for almost every t, imply that each element in
the left hand side of (4.5) contains (1T)( y0(T )& y0(0)). The latter con-
verges to 0 on a sequence Tk   (this since D( y0( } ), [0, T]) converges
to +). By (4.5) the inclusion (4.4) holds.
To verify (4.4) for any occupational invariant measure, note that it
clearly holds for a convex combination :1+1+ } } } +:k +k , with :i>0 and
+i individual occupational invariant measures. We can apply again
[3, Theorem 4.2], which establishes the upper semicontinuity of the
integral with respect to weak convergence, and deduce that (4.4) holds for
every occupational invariant measure. This completes the proof.
Remark 4.3. It is clear that the boundedness on |G( y)| cannot be
removed without adding some moment condition on +, this even in the
case of flows. A version addressing boundedness of the support is displayed
in Proposition 6.3.
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Remark 4.4. It is clear that condition (4.4) and its ordinary differential
equations counterpart (4.2), do not characterize occupational invariant
measures.
We conclude this section with an example demonstrating a difference
between differential equations and differential inclusions.
Example 4.5. In the plane described in polar coordinates (\, %),
consider the differential inclusion
\* =\(1&\)
(4.8)
%4 # [1, 2]
One occupational invariant measure of (4.8) is supported on \=0. All the
other occupational invariant measures are supported on the circle \=1.
The circle is the support of more than one individual occupational
invariant measure. This cannot happen with flows. In fact, a periodic solu-
tion on the circle generates an individual occupational invariant measure of
(4.8), and different periodic solutions may give rise to different invariant
measures. Thus, a strict convex combination of individual occupational
invariant measures may be an individual occupational invariant measure;
such a phenomenon does not occur when the uniqueness of solutions holds.
5. LIFTING
In this section we endow the solution set of the differential inclusion (2.1)
with a flow structure in a function space. Invariant measures of this flow
induce what we call projectional invariant measures of (2.1).
A lifting procedure similar to ours, however in a control setting, was
developed by Colonius and Kliemann [6], [7]. A similar lifting is the
skew-product flow which helps in the analysis of nonautonomous equa-
tions, see Sell [20], Kato et al. [12]. An application of invariant measures
in the nonautonomous framework is offered in [1].
Denote by F the family of solutions of (2.1) which are defined on
(&, ). We endow F with a metric d( } , } ) given by
d( y( } ), z( } ))=sup
t
e&(;0+1) |t| | y(t)&z(t)| (5.1)
with ;0 given in Assumption 2.1(iii). In view of the estimate (2.2), the
distance (5.1) is finite. It is clear that the distance d( } , } ) reflects uniform
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convergence on compact intervals. In view of the comments in Section 2,
the space F with the metric d( } , } ) is a complete separable and locally
compact metric space.
On F we consider the flow
(t, y( } ))= yt( } ) (5.2)
(recall that yt({)= y(t+{)), namely (t, y( } )) is the translation operator.
Since F is closed under translations, it is clear that  is a flow on F. In
the sequel we use the theory of invariant measures on locally compact
metric spaces, as displayed for instance in Nemytskii and Stepanov [15],
see also Remark 2.3.
Notation 5.1. For a set B/Rm we denote
B =[ y( } ) # F : y(0) # B]. (5.3)
When B is described with a parenthesis, say B=(supp +), we write
(supp +)  for B . Since the mapping y( } )  y(0) is continuous from F into
Rm, it follows that B is Borel in F whenever B is Borel in Rm.
Definition 5.2. Let p be a probability measure on F which is
invariant with respect to the flow . The projection of p on Rm, namely the
probability measure + determined by the relation
+(B)= p(B ) (5.4)
is called a projectional invariant measure of the differential inclusion (2.1).
Our goal is to verify that the two notions, namely projectional and
occupational invariant measures, coincide. Several steps are involved in the
proof. Recall that an individual invariant measure of  is a weak limit as
T   of D(( } , _), [0, T]); here _= y( } ) is in F.
Lemma 5.3. Let p be an individual invariant measure of . The projec-
tion + of p is then an individual occupational invariant measure of (2.1).
Proof. Let ( } , _0)with _0= y0( } ), be a trajectory which generates p as
an individual invariant measure of . Since (t, y0( } ))= y t0( } ), it follows
that for each B Borel,
D(( } , _0), [0, T])(B )=D( y0( } ), [0, T])(B). (5.5)
It is also clear that (B)  is included in B , where  denotes the boundary
operator, and p(B )+(B). Therefore the weak convergence of
D(( } , _0), [0, T]) to p implies that for every Borel set B with p(B )=0,
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the left hand side of (5.5) converges to p(B ) (see [5, Theorem 2.1]), hence
whenever +(B)=0 the right hand side of (5.5) converges to +(B), hence
(again by [5, Theorem 2.1]) D( y0( } ), [0, T]) converges to +. This
completes the proof.
The converse of Lemma 5.3, namely that if + is an individual occupa-
tional invariant measure and it is the projection of p, then p is an
individual invariant measure of , is false.
The following result will be of help on several occasions.
Lemma 5.4. Let .(t, q) be a flow on a complete separable metric space
Q. Suppose that the sequence D(.( } , qk), [0, Tk]) of distributions, with
qk # Q and Tk  , converges to a probability measure p # P(Q). Then p is
an invariant measure of the flow.
Proof. This is an easy exercise, solved along the lines of Nemytskii and
Stepanov [15, Theorem 9.05]. A proof is given in [1, Proposition 4.3].
Proposition 5.5. Let + be an individual occupational invariant measure
of (2.1). Then + is the projection of an invariant measure of the flow .
Proof. Let y0( } ) be a solution of (2.1) which generates + as an
individual occupational invariant measure. We may assume that y0(t) is
defined for all t, namely y0( } ) # F. Denote y0( } ) by _0 and consider the
trajectory ( } , _0) on [0, ). The distributions D(( } , _0), [0, T]) belong
to a compact set in P(F _ []) with F _ [] being the one point com-
pactification of F. Hence for a subsequence, say Tk , the probability
measures D(( } , _0), [0, Tk]) converge as k  , say to p, and by
Lemma 5.4 p is an invariant measure of  on F _ []. In view of equality
(5.5), and since the projection operator is continuous, it follows that +
is the projection of p. This verifies in particular that p([])=0, hence p
is an invariant measure of  on F. This completes the proof.
Theorem 5.6. The family of occupational invariant measures of (2.1)
coincides with the family of projections of invariant measures of , namely
with the family of projectional invariant measures of (2.1).
Proof. The projection operator is continuous in the weak convergence,
and is affine. By Lemma 5.3, the projection of individual invariant
measures of  are occupational invariant measures of (2.1). The Kryloff
Bogoliouboff decomposition (see [15, (9.23)] implies that any invariant
measure of  is in the convex hull of the individual invariant measures;
hence in view of Definition 2.1 the projection of any invariant measure of
 is an occupational invariant measure of (2.1). The converse holds in view
of Proposition 5.5, Definition 2.1, and the convexity and closedness in the
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weak convergence of the family of invariant measures of . This concludes
the proof.
Terminology 5.7. In view of the previous theorem, we refer to either the
occupational invariant measures or the projectional invariant measures,
simply as invariant measures of (2.1).
6. CONSEQUENCES
In this section we deduce some helpful properties. The following concept
is of help in the applications.
Definition 6.1. A probability measure + on Rm is called a limiting
measure of the differential inclusion (2.1), if there exists a sequence yk( } ) of
solutions of (2.1), and Tk  , such that D( yk( } ), [0, Tk]) converge to +.
It is clear that an individual occupational invariant measure is a limiting
measure, but the converse may be false even in flows. (Any invariant
measure of r* =r(1&r) in [0, 1] is a limiting measure, but there are only
two individual invariant measures.) For flows, Lemma 5.4 assures that
limiting measures are invariant measures. This extends to differential
inclusions as follows.
Proposition 6.2. A limiting measure of the differential inclusion (2.1) is
an invariant measure of the differential inclusion.
Proof. Let yk( } ) be solutions of (2.1), and let Tk   be such that
D( yk( } ), [0, Tk]) converge to +. We can assume that each yk( } ) is defined
on (&, ), namely belongs to F. Denote _k= yk( } ). Then D(( } , _k),
[0, Tk]) has a converging subsequence in P(F _ []), say p, and by
Lemma 5.4 p is an invariant measure of  on F _ []. For a Borel set
B/Rm,
D( yk( } ), [0, Tk])(B)=D(( } , _k), [0, Tk])(B ). (6.1)
This, together with the continuity of the projection operator, imply that +
is the projection of p. In particular, p([])=0, hence p is an invariant
measure of  on F. By Theorem 5.6 the measure + is an invariant measure.
This completes the proof.
The following averaging result was promised in Section 4. It is of use in
the application displayed in the next section.
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Proposition 6.3. Let + be a limiting measure of (2.1), and let yk( } ) be
the solutions, such that D( yk( } ), [0, Tk]) converge to +. Suppose that the
sequence yk( } ) is uniformly bounded for t # [0, Tk], k=1, 2, ... . Then
0 # |
R m
G( y) +(dy). (6.2)
Proof. The arguments of Proposition 4.2 are valid as |G( y)| is bounded
on the common range of yk(t) for t # [0, Tk], k=1, 2, ... .
Remark 6.4. We can employ the projection theorem and get another
proof of the viability result, Proposition 4.1. Indeed, let + be an occupa-
tional invariant measure of (2.1). By Theorem 5.6 there exists a probability
measure p on F, whose projection is +. It is clear that
supp +=[ y(0) : y( } ) # supp p]. (6.3)
The topological invariance of the support of an invariant measure of a flow
is an easy consequence of the definition of invariant measures via the
equality (3.2). Hence a trajectory ( } , _0) exists, such that (t, _0) # supp p
for all t. If _0= y( } ), then (t, _0)(0)= yt(0)= y(t). In view of (6.3), y(t) #
supp + for all t, and the viability is verified.
7. SINGULARLY PERTURBED DIFFERENTIAL INCLUSIONS
Consider the differential inclusion
\ x*=y* + # G \
x
y+ , (7.1)
defined for x # Rn, y # Rm, and =>0 in an interval (0, =0]. The right hand
side of (7.1) is a subset of Rn_Rm. Along with (7.1) we specify initial con-
ditions
x(0)=x0 , y(0)= y0 , (7.2)
and consider the dynamics of (7.1) along a fixed time interval, say
t # [0, 1]. Of interest to us is the following question.
Problem 7.1. What are the possible limits of solutions (x=(t), y=(t)) of
(7.1)(7.2) on t # [0, 1], as =  0?
The motivation to consider the displayed question is twofold. First, it is
the natural extension to differential inclusions of its ordinary differential
equations counterpart, which plays a prime role in the theory and in
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applications. See O’Malley [16], Wasow [22]. Second, the model (7.1)
encapsulates the dynamics of a singularly perturbed control system, when,
as customary, the right hand side of (7.1) reflects the possible control
actions. On singularly perturbed control systems see Kokotovic et al. [13].
The celebrated LevinsonTikhonov (sometimes spelled Tichonov)
approach to singularly perturbed equations, describes the limits sought
after in Problem 7.1 by setting ==0 in (7.1). This approach is quite effec-
tive for ordinary differential equations, see [16], [22]. Partial analogs
have been established for differential inclusions, see Quincampoix [17],
[18], and Dontchev et al. [9] (the latter paper establishes a complete
analog, when however, y=( } ) are uniformly Lipschitz).
Already in singularly perturbed ordinary differential equations, the
LevinsonTikhonov approach of setting ==0 does not cover the general
case, as it demands that for x fixed, the fast trajectory y=(t) converges as
t   to the set of equilibria. This is even less likely to happen in differen-
tial inclusions. An averaging approach to differential inclusions, which
describes the limits of the slow dynamics, is developed in Grammel [10],
[11]. Invariant measures of the fast dynamics, in the case of uniqueness,
were used in [2] to describe the limit behavior of the slow dynamics and the
statistical limit behavior of the fast dynamics. A version with nonautonomous
fast dynamics is displayed in [1]. The results which follow establish the
analogous approach when uniqueness is not guaranteed, employing the
notion of invariant measures as developed earlier in the paper.
Definition 7.2. Let yj (t) : [0, 1]  Rm be a sequence of measurable
functions, and let +(t) : [0, 1]  P(Rm) be measurable. We say that yj ( } )
converges statistically to +( } ) if for every [a, b] in [0, 1], the distributions
D( yj ( } ), [a, b]) converges as j   to the measure on Rm given by
+(B)=
1
b&a |
b
a
+(t)(B) dt. (7.3)
The statistical convergence amounts to the weak convergence in
P([0, 1]_Rm) of the direct integrals of the measures. In the language of
Young measures we would say that yj ( } ) converges narrowly to +( } ).
Notation. The projection of G( xy) to R
n is denoted by Gn(x, y), and
likewise, the projection to Rm is denoted by Gm(x, y).
Assumption 7.3. We assume that the set-valued map G( xy) in (7.1)
satisfies Assumption 2.1 when applied to the vector (x, y).
Theorem 7.4. Let (x=(t), y=(t)) be solutions of (7.1)(7.2) defined on
[0, 1], and suppose that there is a uniform bound, say h0 , on | y=(t)| for all
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t # [0, 1] and all =>0. Then a sequence =j  0 exists, such that x=j ( } ) con-
verges uniformly on [0, 1], say to x0( } ), and y=j ( } ) converges statistically,
say to +0( } ). Furthermore, for almost every t0 # [0, 1], the probability
measure +0(t0) is an invariant measure of
y* # Gm(x0(t0), y) (7.4)
and |supp +0(t0)|h0 . Moreover, x0( } ) is a solution of the differential
inclusion
x* # |
R m
Gn(x, y) +0(t)(dy) (7.5)
with x(0)=x0 .
With the notion of invariant measures at hand, the proof of Theorem 7.4
can follow the lines of [2] and [1]. The present case is even simpler, as
we assumed the boundedness of y=( } ), while in the mentioned references the
boundedness is derived from a more primitive assumption. The proof is
displayed in the next section.
Theorem 7.4 can be rephrased and connected to the LevinsonTikhonov
approach, as follows.
Theorem 7.5. Let (x=(t), y=(t)) be solutions of (7.1)(7.2) defined on
[0, 1], and suppose that there is a uniform bound, say h0 , on | y=(t)| for
t # [0, 1] and =>0. Then a sequence =j  0 exists, such that x=j ( } ) converges
uniformly, say to x0( } ), and y=j ( } ) converges statistically, say to +0( } ), and
(x0( } ), +0( } )) solve the system
\x*0+ # |Rm G \
x
y+ +(x)(dy)
with +(x) being an invariant measure of y* # Gm(x, y) satisfying
|supp +(x)|h0 .
Proof. The only additional information the present statement includes,
relative to Theorem 7.5, is guaranteed by Proposition 6.3.
8. PROOF OF THEOREM 7.4
In view of the uniform boundedness of y=( } ), and in view of Assumption
7.3, the solutions x=( } ) satisfy a bound of the form
|x* =(t)|:1+;1 |x=(t)| (8.1)
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for some positive :1 and ;1 . In particular, x=( } ) are also uniformly bounded
on [0, 1], hence uniformly continuous. Therefore x=( } ) belong to a
compact set under uniform convergence, and y=( } ) (by being uniformly
bounded) belong to a compact set under statistical convergence. (See e.g.,
[2] for the interpretation of statistical convergence as a weak convergence
of measures on [0, 1]_Rm.) This verifies the first assertion of the theorem,
namely the existence of =j and the respective limits x0( } ) and +0( } ).
Denote by M(x) the ensemble of invariant measures + of y* # Gm(x, y)
such that |supp +|h0 . Then M( } ) has convex compact values in P(Rm).
Lemma 8.1. M( } ) has a closed graph.
Proof. Consider the lifted flow x(t, y( } )) defined on the space Fx of
solutions y( } ) of the differential inclusion
y* # Gm(x, y). (8.2)
Here x serves as a parameter. Note that the spaces Fx may differ for dif-
ferent values of x, but for x in a bounded set, all the spaces Fx can be
embedded in one function space, with the metric of uniform convergence
on compact intervals. Let J(x) be the ensemble of invariant measures with
respect to x . The criterion (3.2), for invariant measures of a flow, clearly
implies that J( } ) has a closed graph. The continuity of the projection
implies that M( } ) has a closed graph, which completes the proof.
In what follows, x=j ( } ) and y=j ( } ) are the subsequences that converge,
respectively, to x0( } ) and +0( } ).
Lemma 8.2. For 0t<t+21, denote by ’(t, 2, = j) the probability
measure D( y=j ( } ), [t, t+2]). For every $>0 there is a set E$/[0, 1] with
*(E$)<$, and estimates 2(=j)  0 as j  , such that ’(t, 2(= j), = j) converge
to M(x0(t)) uniformly on t # [0, 1]"E$ .
Proof. Let E$ be an open set in [0, 1], such that *(E$)<$, and such
that M(x0(t)) is a continuous set-valued map (with respect to the
Hausdorff distance) on [0, 1]"E$ . Such E$ exists since M(x0( } )) has a
closed graph, see Rockafellar [19, Theorem 1F].
Consider now the differential inclusion
dy
ds
# Gm(x0(t0), y) (8.3)
with initial conditions depending on j,
y(0)= y=j (t0). (8.4)
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By Proposition 6.2, and since the space of probability measures + with
|supp +|h0 is compact, it follows that for every ’>0 estimates j0(t0) and
S(t0) exist, such that for every solution y( } ) of (8.3)(8.4) with j j0(t0),
d(D( y( } ), [0, S(t0)]), M(x0(t0)))<’, (8.5)
with d( } , } ) representing a metric of weak convergence. Furthermore, the
continuity of M(x0(t)) on [0, 1]"E$ , and the upper semicontinuity of
G(x, y), imply that the estimates j(t0) and S(t0) are valid on an interval in
[0, 1]"E$ around t0 .
Compare now the differential inclusion (8.3) with
dy
ds
# Gm(x=j (t0+= js), y), (8.6)
with the same initial conditions as in (8.4). Since for large j the function
x=j (t0+= js) converges to the constant x0(t0) on [0, S(t0)], it follows from
continuous dependence that for large j, say j j1 , equality (8.5) holds for
solutions of (8.6)(8.4), and, again, when t0 can be replaced by
t # [0, 1]"E$ near t0 . Note, however, that
y(s)= y=j (t+=j s) (8.7)
is a solution of (8.6)(8.4) with t=t0 . Hence the estimates j1 and 2(=j)=
=jS(t0) are the desired estimates for an open interval around t0 in
[0, 1]"E$ . Compactness implies that one estimate 2(=j) serves for all
t # [0, 1]"E$ . This completes the proof.
Corollary 8.3. +0(t) is for almost every t an invariant measure of
y* # Gm(x0(t), y).
Proof. Since for every continuous and bounded #(t, y) : [0, 1]_Rm  R
and any sequence 2j  0 the integrals
|
1
0
#(t, y=j (t)) dt (8.8)
and
|
1
0
#(t, y) D( y=j ( } ), [t, t+2j])(dy) dt (8.9)
differ by an amount which tends to zero as j  , it follows that the
sequence y=j ( } ) and the measure valued map D( y=j ( } ), [t, t+2j]) have (as
functions of t) the same weak (statistical) limit (as =j  0). The limit of
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y=j ( } ) is known to be +0( } ). In view of Lemma 8.2, 2j=2(= j) can be chosen
such that the measure valued function D( y=j ( } ), [t, t+2j]) converges
pointwise to M(x0(t)). Hence +0(t) # M(x0(t)) for almost every t.
The previous result verified the second assertion of the theorem.
Consider now the differential inclusion
x* # Gn(x, y=j (t)) (8.10)
in comparison with
x* # |
Rm
Gn(x, y) +0(t)(dy). (8.11)
Notice that both are time dependent, both have convex compact values,
and both are upper semicontinuous in x.
Lemma 8.4. Denote by Fj (x, t) and F0(x, t) the right hand sides of (8.10)
and (8.11) respectively. Then, whenever fj ( } ) : [0, 1]  Rm is a sequence of
continuous functions, uniformly converging to f0( } ), and for any [a, b]/
[0, 1], every cluster point as j  , of ba F j ( f j (t), t)dt belongs to
ba F0( f0(t), t)dt.
Proof. The claim follows from the upper semicontinuity of G(x, y) in x,
and the statistical convergence (which is the narrow convergence of the
direct integrals) of y=( } ) to +0( } ). To get the proof formally a reduction to
Theorem 4.2 in [3] can be done. Indeed, +0(t) can be regarded as a
measure supported on [ f0(t)]_Rm/Rn_Rm, while y=j (t) can be regarded
as a sequence of measures supported on [( fj (t), y=j (t))]/R
n_Rm. The
weak convergence of the sequence to the measure clearly holds, and in view
of the mentioned reference, the proof is complete.
Corollary 8.5. If xj (t) is a solution of (8.10), and if xj ( } ) converge
uniformly to x0( } ), then x0( } ) is a solution of (8.11).
Proof. The previous lemma supplies the sufficient conditions for this
continuous dependence result; compare for instance with [2, Lemma 4.1],
or see Stassinopoulos and Vinter [21].
Conclusion of the Proof of Theorem 7.4. Note that x=j ( } ) is a solution
of the differential inclusion (8.10). The construction in the beginning of
the proof makes x=j ( } ) converge uniformly to x0( } ). By Corollary 8.5 the
function x0( } ) solves (8.11), and the proof is complete.
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